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Once there was a playful little cheetah who lived on the
African Savanah. He loved to play games with his friends:
they raced each other, had small competitions and played
hide and seek all the time! Page 1



One day the 
little cheetah 
and his friends 
decided to play 
“See Who Can 
Be The Loudest”. 
The little cheetah 
really wanted to 
win, so he 
cheated by 
using a  
microphone.
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Of course, the little cheetah won the contest.

At first, his friends thought it was fun and games,
but soon they found and got mad at the little
cheetah.
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The little cheetah felt bad about cheating, so he went to his friends to talk.
“I’m sorry.” Said the little cheetah, “I should not have done that.”
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The little cheetah’s friends forgave him, and everybody was happy again.



Page 6But the little cheetah never roared again…



FUN FACTS
A cheetah’s chirp can be heard from a mile away, but a
cheetah can not roar. Other cheetah sounds include
purrs, bleats, barks, growls and hisses... Just no roar.

Roaring requires a special two-piece bone in the 
throat. All of  the non-roaring cats like the cheetah 
have a one-piece hyoid bone. Only 4 cats can roar: the 
lion, tiger, leopard and jaguar.
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More Fun Facts

Cheetahs are found in Africa. They are mostly found
in the grasslands of East Africa, however, cheetahs
can range throughout any open country. From
savannah to scrubland to desert; wherever there is
adequate prey for them to survive.
www.lions.org

Cheetahs do not live in dens or burrows. They will
often rest in tall grasses or under trees. They can
also be found napping on rocky outposts or hiding in
the shrubbery.
https://www.gviusa.com
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